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ABSTRACT
Performance and the related properties of stability and resilience
are essential to MongoDB. We have invested heavily in these areas:
involving all development engineers in aspects of performance,
building a team of specialized performance engineers to under-
stand issues that do not fit neatly within the scope of individual
development teams, and dedicating multiple teams to develop and
support tools for performance testing and analysis.

We have built an automated infrastructure for performance test-
ing [6] that is integrated with our continuous integration system [4].
Performance tests routinely run against our development branch
in order to identify changes in performance as early as possible.
We have invested heavily to ensure both that results are low noise
and reproducible [5] and that we can detect when performance
changes [3]. We continue to invest to make the system better [2]
and to make it easier to add new workloads [1].

All development engineers are expected to interact with our
performance system: investigating performance changes, fixing
regressions, and adding new performance tests. We also expect
performance to be considered at project design time. The project
design should ensure that there is appropriate performance cover-
age for the project, which may require repurposing existing tests
or adding new ones.

Not all performance issues are specific to a team or software
module. Some issues emerge from the interaction of multiple mod-
ules or interaction with external systems or software. To attack
these larger problems, we have a dedicated performance team. Our
performance team is responsible for investigating these more com-
plex issues, identifying high value areas for improvement, as well as
helping guide the development engineers with their performance
tests.

We have experience both hiring and training engineers for the
performance engineering skills needed to ship a performant data-
base system. In this talk we will cover the skills needed for our
performance activities and which skills, if added to undergraduate
curricula, would help us the most. We will address the skills we
would like all development engineers to have, as well as those for
our dedicated performance team.
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CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering→ Software performance; De-
signing software; • Information systems → Database perfor-
mance evaluation; • Social and professional topics → Com-
puter science education.
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